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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
Holidays are over and now it’s back to work or school. I hope you all had an enjoyable and
“fishy” break but in any event, some of our best fishing (both fresh and salt) is yet to come.
Unfortunately my traditional summer visit to Great Barrier Island was put on hold this year
as one of our family dealt with an unexpected and serious health crisis but now I can hear
the “call” of our “finned friends” in the sea, lakes and rivers!
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With much of my gear now being quite old and “well used”, I took the advantage of the
“giving season” to shout myself some new equipment from “I Love Fly Fishing” and I am
certainly looking forward to doing battle with some worthy adversaries on the club trip to
Lake Otamangakau at the end of March (26-29).
Although I have been fishing the “big O“ since the late 1970’s, the lake and its inhabitants
often contrive to frustrate even the most experienced of anglers but as Medieval charts used
to say; “here be monsters”, so it is no surprise that we just keep going back. It is a fishery
which can change moods quite suddenly. What appears to be an empty lake can erupt into
frantic activity and then just as quickly subside into a calm, undisturbed mirror. Of course,
the night time fishing can be incredibly exciting. Even more so if the fog comes down in
the dark and you have no idea where the ramp is!
I have managed to get out into the Rangitoto Channel a couple of times recently and while
we were using soft baits, the fish have certainly arrived. Others, including club members,
have been lucky enough to get the odd limit bag including some fine specimens. The
“prime” depth is only between 6 and 10 metres so the potential for fly fishing is enormous.
There have also been a number of Kingfish showing up so it might be time to get out the
heavy saltwater gear. A couple of weeks ago, I was sure that I had hooked up on a really
big Kingfish but when I finally got it within sight near the boat, it was actually a 2 metre
Bronze Whaler! Much more fun than a work-out at the gym.
Finally, I would like to express my sincere gratitude to two of our long term members who
are retiring from the club. Dennis Smith and Phil Gates are “moving on” which in Phil’s
case, is “back home” to the USA. Both Dennis and Phil have been fantastic servants for
the club and I wish them all the best for the future.
Dave Symes - President

FISHING REPORT
Auckland / Waikato
It almost doesn’t matter where you go in ‘our’ area right now, the conditions are almost
universal.
Exceptionally low, very clear, high water temperatures, and spooky fish. Unless you are
fishing a spring creek like the upper Waihou, or a big lake, then these are the conditions
you are likely to encounter. The Mangatutu, the Puniu, the Ohinemuri, to name just a few,
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are all pretty much at record low levels and extremely high water temperatures so if you
are heading out for a ‘local water’ fish then adapt your techniques.
When it gets like this stay away from the big slow pools. Look for bubbly or aerated pocket
water. When the water gets too hot the fish move into this water as the aeration allows them
to put up with the high water temps. Fish big buoyant dry flies like Cicada patterns with
very short, 12 inches, droppers down to a size 16 Mayfly pattern nymph. Also, if you are
planning to release your Trout then when you hook up bring your fish to the net as quickly
as you possibly can so they are less physically stressed.
For some good news, the Cicadas have definitely started and the Trout are looking up!
Rotorua
River mouths, river mouths, river mouths!
Lake Rotorua is running at 22 degrees plus top to bottom and when it gets like this head to
any of the river mouths and fill your boots. At this temperature the lake is too hot for the
Trout and they move into the cold water plumes coming out from all the small tributaries
that enter the lake.
Use a floating line or a very slow sinker, cast across the plume of cold water, let it swing
with the current and gently retrieve your fly. Small Woolly Buggers, a variety of Smelt
patterns or Damsel Fly nymphs will all work.
If you are heading up the rivers then walk slowly, wear camo, use the lightest leader you
are confident using and try and spot your fish first. When the streams are this low and clear
it is hard fishing at times, but it is also great fun.
Don’t forget, the Club Trip to the Ngongotaha / Rotorua is the last weekend of this month
and there ae still some spots available.
Taupo Region
I haven’t talked with anyone who has been down there recently but from following the
various online reports the Cicada dry fly patterns are working in the rivers and the Big O
is still producing some BIG fish. If you check out the Tongariro River Motel website /
Facebook page Ross has links to a variety of up to date fishing reports that are worth
checking out.
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Sometimes you just want to relax, slow down, and take it easy. Simon and Leon kicking
back at their campsite at the end of a long days fishing. Photo courtesy of Jimmy Teen.
Saltwater Report
Russell Nelson was out fly fishing the Kaipara last weekend and while it wasn’t as red hot
as it can get in March / April they still managed to fill the bin with nice fat fly caught
Snapper.
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Fishy Tales
- If you do have a report, success story, or anecdote to share then just send it to
iconpromote@gmail.com . Happy Fishing and Tight Lines – Freddy Da Fish.

Later that same night Leon landed this superb Rainbow. Photo courtesy of Simon Hoole.

LAST CLUB NIGHT
There is no Club Meeting in January.
NEXT CLUB NIGHT – 18th FEBRUARY 7.30 PM
This month we have Adam Daniel from Auckland / Waikato Fish and Game talking to us.
Adam is both a highly qualified scientist with more letters after his name than you can
shake a stick at, and an extremely keen fly fisher, making him well placed to inform us
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about what is happening this summer out there in ‘our’ rivers and lakes. This is sure to be
an interesting evening and we hope to see you there.
The address is: Birkenhead RSA, Recreation Drive, Birkenhead.
To enter you can either go through the front doors, continue straight ahead and then take
the stairs (or lift) on your right to go downstairs. Alternatively, you can walk downhill
around the back of the RSA and come in through the side doors that lead directly into the
Meeting Room.
Refreshments are available at the main Bar upstairs, immediately on your right as you enter
through the main front doors. There is plenty of parking.

QUOTABLE QUOTES
Fish sense, applied in the field, is what the old Zen masters would call enlightenment:
Simply the ability to see what is there in front of you without having to sift through a lot
of thoughts and theories and, yes, expensive fishing tackle.
John Gierach

FISHING BUDDIES SOUGHT
The intention is to display a list of names of Club Members that are keen on finding a
‘buddy’ to go fishing with, either on a regular basis or just for a day. In essence it’s a flyfishing dating service…
Name
Availability
Contact Details
Ron Blair
Anytime, has a 14.4 Marco
home 09 834 8841
with 60hp etec Evenrude
mobile 0275 006 336
for serious fishing Salt or Fresh
ron.blair@xtra.co.nz
Les Rose
Retired and is happy to take another home 09 4183634
person fishing during the week.
Has a small 2 person boat.
Graham Carter
Lives in Hamilton, keen on
021 026 00437
weekday / mid-week trips.
07 855 1833
Lloyd Altham
Has 12' Pontoon boat /15 HP Honda. Mob. 021 0295 9167
Available most time, but prefer
Home 09 420 3120
weekdays.
email-lloyd@skysupply.co.nz
Matt Meikle
Available both week days and
09 908 1909
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John Gausden

John Rust
Barry Schultz

Gary Bolstad

Weekends
027 285 7521
Time limited - weekends
021704373
/ arrange trips only. 5m aussie
john@st-classic.com
barra boat / 70 yamaha / minn kota
- serious fishing manly lake / saltwater
but keen to learn more on the rivers
Anytime. Keen to give it a crack.
021 648 991
joan10@live.com
09 415 4919
Has a 551 MacLay with a 90hp
09 4159692
merc used mostly for SW fishing.
e-mail bardot@xtra.co.nz
Also a 6.5 mtr motorhome that
provides transport, accommodation
& meals etc. whilst camped riverside
or beach front, plus is currently
being fitted out to carry a three person
inflatable with a 4 hp motor.
Prefer weekdays or multi day trips away in the motorhome.
Keen to get out Stream, Lake or even
Saltwater fly-fishing. Has both Fish &
Game and Taupo season licences so keen
to go almost anywhere. Retired so free to
go most of the time.

Mobile 022 379 3070
gd.bolstad@gmail.com

So, if you are keen to find someone to share the cost and the fun of a fishing expedition
with, then send in your details and we will get it all started. Send details to
iconpromote@gmail.com
022-379-3070, and my best email address is gd.bolstad@gmail.com.

CHOOSING THE RIGHT FLY ROD
Our own resident webmaster Phil Gates, has put a couple of very helpful videos onto the
Club Website, www.nsff.org.nz . They are both by Tim Rajeef, a world champion fly
caster. One is about ‘Choosing The Right Fly Rod’ and the other is about ‘Light Vs Heavy
Weight Fly Rods’. These are excellent informative videos and both are under 3 minutes
long, so they are short, and to the point. Check them out.
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INFORMATION SHARING
As well as having a guest speaker on Club Nights we would like to give an opportunity for
some of our own Club Members to share knowledge on any fly fishing subjects.
Member Speakers
Besides having a major Speaker on Club Nights we would like to have some of our own
Club Members to speak on any fly fishing subject for 10 – 15 minutes or so.
Some subjects could be:
Local fishing spots.
National / Taupo fishing regulations.
Riparian rights, access.
Clothing and equipment ideas / tips.
Saltwater fishing, what rods / flies.
So, Members please get out there and do some research to enlighten us all.

WHY WE FISH

For the true angler, fishing produces a deep,unspoken joy, born of longing for that which
is quiet and peaceful, and fostered by an inbred love of communing with nature
Thadeus Norris
“BROWN TROUT TROPHY” COMPETITION RULES
Winning fish will be determined by weight.
Verification by partner where possible and/or by photograph.
Details to be provided to any committee member.
Competition period May 1st to April 30th. Prize awarded at AGM in May. Winner’s
name and weight of fish to be published in June club newsletter.

NORTH SHORE FLY FISHERS CLUB SALT WATER FLY FISHING
COMPETITION RULES
The “essence” of the competition is to encourage club member participation and in the
process, to award a winner’s trophy to the individual who catches the greatest number of
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salt water species. It will run from 1st May in one year to 31st April in the next year with
the trophy awarded at the following AGM.
For the full rules please refer to the Club Website www.nsff.org.nz

Barrie with a golden coloured Tongariro Brownie taken swinging his two handed gear.
At this time of year you can find the night fishing quite superb on the Tongariro and well
worth staying out that little bit longer. Photo courtesy of Barrie Barnes.
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CHANGES TO CONTACT DETAILS
Committee members organising club trips and similar events are finding that the phone and
email information that we hold for some members has become out of date. If you have
changed your address, landline number, mobile number or email address in the last year or
so and have not passed the new details on to NSFF, could you please advise John
Cuthbertson by email, his new email address is john.cuthbe@gmail.com .

CLUB TROPHIES
Brown Trout Trophy – This is awarded to The Heaviest Brown Trout caught by a Club
Member during the year – May 1st to 30th April. Current holder is Roy Richardson.
Chain Snore Trophy – A fun award given immediately after any Club Trip to the person
who has done the ‘funniest’ thing over the weekend. If nobody has had anything like this
happen it may be awarded to the worst snorer.
Ian Hunt Memorial Trophy – Heaviest Trout caught fly-fishing by a Club Member
during the Pupuke Challenge Competition. A competition run every year to promote the
Lake Pupuke fishery. Current holder is Lucas Bathurst.
I Love Flyfishing Trophy – Awarded to the Club Member who has caught the most
species of Saltwater fish fly-fishing over the year – 1st May to 30th April. Current holder is
Simon Hoole.
Rodd And Gunn Trophy – This is the Club Competition which takes place over two days.
One Day on a Lake and one day on a River. Current holder is Simon Hoole.
The Lake part of the competition has its own Trophy, the I Love Flyfishing Stillwater
Trophy. Current holder is Simon Hoole.

FLY TYING TUITION
Are You Interested In Fly Tying?
We will be running this again this year but we have not quite formalized how we will do
it. Stand by your vises for more info to follow soon.
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FOR SALE
Just a reminder, if you ever have any Fishing Gear you are keen to sell then the Club is
happy to put something in the Newsletter for you.

FOR SALE
Pelin 12ft Plywood Dingy 8hp Mercury Outboard
2 Tanks – 11lts each
Oars – Life Jackets – Anchors – Seats
(09) 418 3634 – Ask for Les
$3750-
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CLUB TRIPS 2020
January – Mohaka River 2020
February –Ngongotaha River and Rotorua Lakes – 28th 29th FEB 1st MAR 2020
March – Whanganui River – Club Competition Trip 2020
March – Lake Otamangakau – 27th 28th 29th MAR 2020
May – Ngongotaha River and Rotorua Lakes MAY 2020
July – Tongariro and Tauranga Taupo JULY 2020
November – Lake based Club Competition Trip – NOV 2020
November – Tuition weekend (Held if enough ‘novice’ anglers are interested)
December – Lake Otamangakau – DEC 2020
The NSF committee arrange various Club Trips over the year to different parts of the
country. If you would like to be involved, or have an idea for a trip please let one of your
committee know.

FEBRUARY CLUB TRIP TO NGONGOTAHA AND ROTORUA AREA
….But we in it shall be remembered.
We few, we happy few, we band of brothers.
For he today that casts his flies with me,
Shall be my brother, be he ne'er so vile,
This day shall gentle his condition.
And gentlemen in Auckland now a-bed,
Shall think themselves accurs'd they were not here,
And hold their manhoods cheap, whiles any speaks
That fished with us upon this Ngonga dawn.
This year’s February Trip to fish the Ngongotaha River and the Rotorua region is on the
weekend of Thursday 27th, Friday 28th, Saturday 29th February and Sunday the 1st of March.
We will again be staying at the Paradise Valley Lodge. Costs will be $105.00 each, which
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will cover 2 nights’ accommodation in the lodge and a BBQ on Saturday evening. If you
want to come down on the Thursday, as many of us do, then simply add $45 to make it
$150.00.
If you are keen just let me know which nights you can make asap and then pay your money
to the Club in any of the normal ways.




internet banking to the Club's bank account: North Shore Flyfishers Incorporated
ASB A/c #: 12-3209-0190179-00 (please include your name and the word Ngonga
as a reference);
by cheque made out to North Shore Flyfishers Inc and posted to the Club's mailing
address (PO Box 31387 Milford, Auckland 0741); or

Duncan – 021 648 956 – iconpromote@gmail.com

Small water, big fish. Why not come down and find out for yourself.
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SALTWATER EXCURSIONS
The possibility of Club Trips to the Meola Reef and to the Mangawhai Estuary has been
raised earlier. With summer approaching, we would like to establish an Email Contact
Group for those members interested in shore-based saltwater fishing to these or similar
destinations. This sort of venture is tide and weather dependent and can only be organised
at short notice. If you would like to be included in this group, please tell Dave Symes
(dssymes@xtra.co.nz).
RIVER SECTION – RODD & GUNN CLUB COMPETITION
ALL PARTICIPANTS TO FISH ALL DAY
- The NSFF club river section of the Rodd & Gunn will be held on Saturday the 14th March
2020. It is intended to be a competition with a difference to encourage as many club
members as possible to participate.
Whilst the full scope of the rules etc are yet to be decided it's anticipated that there will be
up to nine hours of available fishing during which time all participants will be able to
continuously fish - no watching someone else fish for two hours at a time.
It's anticipated that the competition/days fishing base will be the Taumarunui Motor Camp
and the fishing location will be a much extended river length of the Whanganui and may
also include the Whakapapa. The primary objective is to have as many club members as
possible participate and to have a great day river fishing in a great area.
To enable planning it's essential that you register you interest to participate by
email barrie@flyfishinginxs.kiwi by the 25th February 2020. Having said that it's no
problem if your circumstances change subsequent to that date. If you want to know more,
please call me on 021925006. Cheers Barrie - Competition Convenor.'

QUOTABLE QUOTES
God grant me the serenity to accept the size of the fish I catch, the courage not to lie
about it, and the wisdom to know that no one will believe me anyway.
U. N. Known
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JOKE OF THE MONTH
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AUCKLAND/WAIKATO REEL LIFE JANUARY 2020
Drift Dives Reveal Some Good Fish
Although there were low numbers of juvenile fish detected in some streams last year the
reduced pressure has allowed for an increase in the size and number of larger fish in some
streams.
The initial round of drift dives for 2020 has revealed some unusually big fish in the upper
Waihou and the Mangatutu.
Right: Fish and Game staff
drift diving.
The one exception to the
increase in larger fish is the
Awakino where there was a
reduction in large fish spotted
but a very strong cohort of
juvenile rainbows.
The upper end of Gribbon road
was 19°C during the second
week of January compared to
16-18°C in previous years.
It is likely that the extremely low flows and warm water have forced larger fish upriver to
cooler water.
Fishing will be good for the next couple of weeks as most streams are running clear.
Fish stocks look good overall and there is some good sight fishing for the time being so get
out there.
Sediment and algal growth were evident in most streams and reinforce the need to change
farming practices on both dairy and dry stock farms.
Fencing and setback rules will be a welcome change for our rivers, keeping them clean and
cool for years to come.
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An Old Threat In A New Market
A screenshot of the post that
was offering trout for sale.
Banning the sale of trout is an
important tool to prevent
sports fish from being sold.
By eliminating the legal
market, it is very difficult to
sell sports fish.
Selling trout on the sly is not a
new problem for Fish and Game but illegal sales were traditionally done at the local pub
where the market is very limited.
Facebook Marketplace has opened a huge new black market that can attract buyers locally
or internationally.
Users may not be aware that all activities on Facebook are recorded and are available to
enforcement agencies for prosecution purposes.
Fish and Game staff have recently been informed about trout for sale in Tokoroa on
Facebook.
The seller has been contacted and informed of the rules prohibiting the sale of sports fish.
If you see any sports fish for sale, please take a screenshot and send it to
aucklandwaikato@fishandgame.org.nz
Tight Lines
Adam Daniel, Auckland/Waikato Fish & Game Officer.

EASTERN REEL LIFE JANUARY 2020
Last month I wrote about the weather being decidedly ‘spring-like’ and making
assumptions that things would get back to normal soon.
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Well the weather has got even more weird now and we are experiencing some chilly,
autumn-like mornings!
Fortunately, the fishing is
much more predictable
than the weather.
Right: Solid fish caught
deep from Lake Rotoiti
Shoreline stream mouth
fishing on Lake Rotorua
is improving gradually
and the lakes are
producing some super
fish at depth.
Deep
trolling,
downriggers and jigging is the way to go during the day but some fish are still being caught
in reasonably shallow water early in the morning and evenings.
Rerewhakaaitu continues to fish well as does Rotoma and Okaro.
Rivers and streams in the eastern region are in great shape with anglers reporting high fish
numbers.
Cicadas are starting to make their presence known also, so we hope good dry fly action
won’t be far off.
Respect The River – Know The Risks
With summer here, we’re thinking about long days boating, fishing, or cooling off in New
Zealand’s beautiful rivers and lakes.
It’s also time to remind ourselves and our friends and family of some of the simple rules to
keep us river-safe.
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Sadly, more people drown in rivers than in any other aquatic environment in New Zealand,
too many lives have been lost.

Rivers in the region are in excellent condition, although low and clear.
Rivers are changeable and contain hidden dangers
Don’t take anything for granted. The bank, riverbed and water flow might have
changed, and there could be hidden dangers such as submerged objects.
Keep away from dams and other structures – apart from the agreed sign-posted fishing
spots. It is illegal to operate boats or swim within 200m of any hydro structure. There are
strong currents and suction effects. Water levels and flows can change significantly
throughout the day and massive flows may be released at any time.
New Zealand’s rivers are powerful, and swimmers often overestimate their abilities.
Even if the river looks slow moving and calm, the pressure of moving water is constant
and can be powerful.
Never enter a river alone, if in doubt stay out!
Tell someone when you are going and when you expect to return.
Boat Fish How-To Talk A Success!
Our boat fishing how-to at Lake Tarawera on January 4th was a huge success with excellent
attendance and very positive feedback received.
Hayden Muter won a jig rod and reel set for attending. Other lesser value spot prizes were
also given away.
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Check, clean, drain and dry!
With the holidays fast approaching this is a good time to remind anglers of the importance
of doing our bit to prevent the spread of pest species.
Catfish are in Lakes Rotoiti and Rotorua and it’s critical we prevent them from entering
other waterways in the region.
If you are boating on any of the lakes, carefully check your boat and trailer including the
anchor and anchor well for signs of fish, eggs or weed fragments.
Clean off any obvious foreign materials, drain any water and dry before entering another
waterway - the lakes are ours to look after!
Eastern News Snippets



We have been advised that the DOC camping ground at the Lake Tarawera outlet
is temporarily closed. Contact DOC for more information.
Eastern Fish & Game’s hatchery grounds at 1130 Paradise Valley Road,
Ngongotaha are temporarily closed. The office remains open Monday-Friday,
8.30am to 4.30pm

Datawatch tagged trout can now be entered online. Entries go into the draw to win one
of 20 free whole season fishing licences.
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/QCH5ZR6
Eastern Region Fishing Diaries – All lakes and streams
Fill in your fishing diaries here to help us manage the Eastern Fish & Game region.
Participants go in the draw to win a $100 voucher from Kilwell:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/QRSD7D3
Tight Lines
Mark Sherburn, Eastern Fish & Game Officer
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SOME JUST WON”T LEARN
(The majority of Farmers out there are constantly adapting their processes so as to
minimise environmental damage, but as in all walks of life, some just will not move
forward,,,Ed)
Farmers Fined For Pollution
Media Release – Environment Waikato – 30/01/2020
In three separate cases taken by Waikato Regional Council, four farming entities have been
convicted and fined a total of $159,674 for unlawfully discharging farm animal effluent
into the environment.
The prosecutions all related to pollution events between August and November 2018 and
were sentenced by District Court Judge Melanie Harland in December.
One case was as a result of a notification from a member of public and the other two from
proactive monitoring by council staff.
“We are urging all farmers to have adequate effluent management infrastructure on their
farm that can cope with various weather patterns and the capacity to allow farmers to get
on with other on-farm commitments,” said council investigations manager Patrick Lynch.
“Unfortunately, these three farms have had significant and avoidable unlawful discharges
of effluent into the environment. Good infrastructure and vigilant day to day management
can prevent this,” Mr Lynch said.
The convicted parties, the location of their farms, and fines imposed are as follows:




Nigel George Rowan, of Hamilton, fined $61,837.
Christopher John Howard Empson, and his company Meadowbank Farm Ltd, of
Te Awamutu, fined $14,250 and $60,750 respectively.
David Bruce Fullerton, of Ngāhinapouri, fined $22,837.

Reports of environmental pollution can be made to the regional council by calling the 24hour freephone 0800 800 401.
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DON'T CHOKE THE CHICKEN
From the Manic Tackle Website www.manictackleproject.com - By Chris Dore
Many see a casting fault and immediately go to their plethora of book read solutions. “It’s
a tailing loop so they must be creeping or punching the cast” for example. However
sometimes a simple thing may be the primary cause of several issues. One of the things I
find myself repeatedly calling most days on the stream with clients is ‘relax that hand!’ Or
‘don’t choke the chicken!’ It seems very common for anglers to grip their rod in the tightest
way possible and wonder why their cast isn’t working the way they expected it to.
Many of you who have been to my casting tutorials or have been guided by me will have
experienced my ‘don’t try’ mantra and will have been shown the exaggerated way in which
I rather loosely grip my rod. “You make that look so effortless” is a common comment,
however it’s not hard to do if you follow this...
You should begin every cast with your rod hand relaxed, smoothly accelerating throughout
your casting stroke. The rod is angled backwards as your hand moves forward, much like
throwing a javelin. At the end of your stroke, squeezing your hand will help both to turn
over your rod (late rotation), and tense up the muscles throughout your arm allowing for a
crisp, complete stopping of the rod butt, creating a solid anchor point for the blank to unload
from.
Again, relaxing the hand immediately following the stop allows the rod tip to do its thing
and smooth out your presentation. Now that we are all experts on casting mechanics lets
run through three reasons to relax your hand and avoid choking that chook.
Delayed Rotation
Relaxing the hand throughout the casting stroke allows you to turn the rod over at the very
end of the stroke, increasing energy and line speed with far less effort.
Fatigue Of Tendons
Make a tight fist right now and hold it while you pantomime a cast. Doesn’t feel good does
it? You won’t get too far through your day casting like this before your muscles, tendons
and ligaments fatigue and your casting goes to crap. And long term, think tennis elbow.
Oscillating Rod Tip
Relaxing the hand immediately following the stop allows the rod tip to unload and oscillate
as designed, smoothing out your loops and eliminating slack line and any kicking of your
line, leader or flies.
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Death gripping the rod will often result in tailing loops due to the tendency to punch the
cast when in a tensed state, and tracking issues as your clenched hand and tensed arm have
a tendency to pull inwards towards your body.
Simply chill out, relax and get more performance, and enjoyment from your fly fishing.

Simon certainly gets around with his fishing, this one is from either the Whanganui or the
Tongariro, I can’t remember which… Photo courtesy of Simon Hoole.
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BUYING FLY FISHING GEAR
You walk, or surf, into a shop and you are often overwhelmed with choices. Different
brands all claiming to be the best thing since sliced bread. If you use this rod you will cast
further. If you use this leader you will catch more fish. If you use these waders you will be
drier and more comfortable. And on and on it goes.
So you ask around your friends or go online seeking other peoples advice on what is the
best option. Before long you will often have a wealth of conflicting opinions, all genuinely
given, and you can end up more confused than when you began.
Here, for what it is worth, is my advice.
1) Be Comfortable – if you are looking at waders, boots, or clothing then buy what
feels best and fits best. The highest quality gear is almost worthless if you don’t
feel comfortable wearing it. If it is comfortable you will feel better when fishing. If
you feel better when fishing you will go fishing more often. If you go fishing more
often you will start to catch more fish.
2) Match Your Purchase To Your Use – You may be looking at a Rod that has a
reputation for being able to cast across the Tongariro but 95% of the time you will
be fishing small rivers and never need to cast more than 20 metres. Buy the Rod,
fly line, that is best for where you WILL be fishing rather than where you MIGHT
be fishing. Some wading boots are designed to be able to hike the big miles into
backcountry spots and that is great but if you are primarily fishing the Ohinemuri
with its slime covered boulder bottom then go for the boots with the high ankle
support.
3) Try Before You Buy – If you have got to the point where it is a choice between
two rods or even between different weights of the same rod then ask to try them
out. Our four main Fly Fishing gear retailers in Auckland, (in alphabetical order:
Fish City, Hunting & Fishing, I love Flyfishing, Rod & Reel), will all help you out
in this respect. Just make sure that you go in when things are not absolutely hectic
in the shop and they have the time to do this.
4) Most Expensive Is Not Necessarily Best – I have a Sage Z-Axis and I love casting
the Sage X series, and the Scott Radian 5wt is a delight. These are very expensive
top of the range fly rods BUT that doesn’t mean they are the best rod for you.
Everybody has a different casting stroke and to get the best casting results for today
you need to match the rod to your casting style and not adapt your casting style to
24

the rod. If the rod that you pick up and feels best casting is a $200 rod then that is
the one to buy. If the $1400 rod feels best then buy that one, if you can.
5) Go Fishing – No matter what gear you have get out there and have some fun. Come
on a Club Trip and see some new water, make some new fishing friends and before
you know it you will be having a ball.

EDITORS NOTE
Cicadas are chirping, Trout are looking up, what are you doing reading this?
Go fishing!

FISHING FUNNIES
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(Opinions expressed in this Newsletter are those of the individual contributors and not neccessarillary those of North Shore Flyfishers Incorporated)

MEMBERS FEEDBACK
We, your committee, are always trying to give you what you want.

But are we??
In order for us to do our job properly we need to have your feedback, positive or negative.
For example, have you been on a club fishing trip? Did you enjoy yourself? What would
you change, if anything? Club nights – what would you like to see more of? Less of? In
short, talk to us.
The contact details of all your committee members are listed at the end of every newsletter.
So if you have something on your mind let us know.
Thank you - Your committee
NSFF CLUB MERCHANDISE
Cap – $15.00 Inclusive of GST
Green or Beige, one size fits all, with embroidered badge.
Embroidered Cloth Badge - $7.50 Inclusive of GST
Brushed Brass Metal Pin Badge - $12.50 Inclusive of GST
If anyone is interested in purchasing these products please either place an order at Club
Nights or at Hunts Sports.
Meetings held the 3rd Tuesday of each month at 7.30pm:
Milford Cruising Club, 24 Craig Road, Milford, North Shore City
NORTH SHORE FLYFISHERS EXECUTIVE

Club Patron – Dave McLellan
President - Dave Symes
486-6257 Takapuna
Secretary - Dennis Smith
376-3375
Herne Bay
Treasurer - John Cuthbertson
413-6993 Greenhithe
Magazine - Duncan Frew 021 648 956 Torbay
Committee - Leon Bathurst 0272 588 824 Takapuna
Members Barrie Barnes 021 925 006 Glenfield
John Dernie
027 563 3842 Glenfield
Simon Hoole 021 037 6047 Northcote
Mike Martindale 489 1082
Takapuna
Maurice Parlane 021 650 692 Northcote

dssymes@xtra.co.nz
de.smith@xtra.co.nz
john.cuthbe@gmail.com
iconpromote@gmail.com
borntobuild@hotmail.co.nz
barrie@flyfishinginxs.kiwi
dernie@xtra.co.nz
hoolesimon@yahoo.co.nz
miketmartindale@gmail.com
maurice.p@newwayz.co.nz

North Shore Flyfishers Incorporated: P.O. Box 31-387, Milford, North Shore City
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